Dynaform® Foot & Ankle Positioner and
Shoe Holder Assembly Instructions
The Dynaform® Foot & Ankle Positioners and Shoe Holders are designed to provide the
important benefits of proper ankle and foot positioning for a wide variety of users. We are
committed to providing the very best service and will where deemed necessary by you, provide
additional training in the assembly of the positioners. These devices are designed for positioning
and this should be undertaken by suitably qualified and competent persons including
rehabilitation engineers and occupational therapists.
Tools required: 1/8” (3mm) and 5/16” (4mm) Allen Keys, ¼” Drill
Step 1: Determine the desired location for the device
on the chair footplate.
Step 2: Mounting the Dynaform® Foot & Ankle
Positioner
Once the proper location has been determined, using a
¼” drill, drill through existing holes in footplate ‘A’
and through the chair footplate. After the first hole is
drilled install a ¼” flathead screw with washer and
nylock nut to secure the footplate. Repeat the
procedure for the second hole. Tighten the screws as
specified.*
Step 3: Mounting the Shoe Holder
Once the proper location has been determined, lift the
foam pad ‘D’ and using a ¼” drill, drill through
footplate ‘B’ and through the chair footplate. After the
first hole is drilled install a ¼” flathead screw with
washer and nylock nut to secure the footplate. Repeat
the procedure for a second hole, making sure that the
second hole is separated from the first hole by 2 or
more inches. Tighten the screws as specified.*
Transportation:
This device is not intended to take the place of or
considered to be a substitute for other restraints
required for transportation.
Limitations on use:
The product is compatible with a wide range of wheelchair systems. We will be glad to advise on
appropriate usage.
*All screws to be tightened to 20in-lb (2.3 N).
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No specific maintenance is required. However, all fasteners should be routinely checked for specified tension and basic cleaning will maintain good hygiene.
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